
Individual Impact Investment Commission – An Overview

Summary
The Individual Impact Investing Commission, hosted by the Beacon Collaborative in collaboration
with Big Society Capital, is seeking to develop a better understanding of the barriers to individuals
with personal wealth investing in social impact enterprises and make recommendations that would
encourage and significantly increase social impact investing among this group.

The project, which is funded by the Access Foundation for Social Investment through the Connect
Fund managed by the Barrow Cadbury Trust, will bring together leading impact investors,
practitioners, and experts, to examine research, interrogate industry practice and policy and make
practical evidence-based recommendations through a final report.

Objective
The objective is to stimulate investment into social impact enterprises (social and environmental
enterprises comprising different legal structures including but not limited to, company limited by
guarantee or by shares, community interest company (CICs), charitable incorporated organisation
(CIO)) by individuals and families as opposed to institutional investors. This will contribute to the
development of a wider financing ecosystem to support these enterprises throughout their lifecycle.

Context
A growing number of entrepreneurs and enterprises are seeking to tackle systemic social and
environmental issues facing society. Yet the financing, investment, and regulatory systems to support
them are still at an early stage. While interest in social impact investing generally is growing rapidly,
there is less evidence of growth in actual investment by individuals.

Analysis by the Beacon Collaborative suggests there is strong potential and that more than £1 billion1

could be unlocked for investment into social impact enterprises in the UK if a community of
individual investors could be nurtured and supported by intermediaries and incentives.

Other sectors such as traditional business start-up investing have thrived by attracting ‘angel
investors’ into high-risk areas through attractive tax reliefs under the Seed /Enterprise Investment
Scheme (SEIS/EIS).  Similarly attractive tax reliefs exist to encourage philanthropic investment in
charities. However, there are no such incentives across the so-called ‘Spectrum of Capital’
particularly since Social Investment Tax Relief (SITR) is being phased out.

Scope
The Commission is focussed only on people who possess significant investable wealth, High Net
Worth and Ultra High Net Worth individuals. The project will look at incentives, motivations and

1 Approximately 20% of (U)HNW give at levels above what Beacon defines as the ‘generosity threshold’ , so are
demonstrably empathetic towards other people and the planet. This group of 79,000 individuals collectively
own about £340 billion of assets. If only 20% of these individuals were prepared to invest 1% to 2% of their
portfolios in social impact enterprises, thus retaining their capital while also doing good, it would result in
between £0.68 – 1.36 billion of additional funding.
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products that can grow investment by these (U)HNW individuals and their family offices in the UK
into social impact enterprises. It will not explore investment by institutions including corporate,
charity or foundation impact investing except where the foundation is directed by the individual.

The questions the Commission want to answer include but are not limited to:

● What level of interest is there among (U)HNW individuals in investing in social impact
enterprises versus other types of investment?

● What barriers are there to investing in this way – whether psychological, social, practical,
regulatory, or motivational?

● What would facilitate UHNWs to make more impact investment?
● What products, channels, forums or networks would support an facilitate this group?
● What recommendations are there for government, social finance sector, business angel

networks, fund managers and other professional wealth advisors to foster the flow of
capital?

The barriers to investment to be overcome may include:

● Not enough visibility of investable opportunities
● Lack of incentives for their wealth advisers to recommend impact opportunities and

concern about regulatory compliance
● Understanding of the trade-off between financial returns and impact.
● Thinking that grant making is the only way to achieve impact
● Lack of a clear understanding of how to structure an investment themselves
● The need for a clearer framework for measuring and tracking impact
● A lack of demand from social impact organisations traditionally focused on seeking

investment from foundations rather than individual investors

The scope of the work will be refined in initial meetings of the Commission.

The Commission will seek to maximise its impact by working in collaboration with other initiatives in
the sector, most notably the recently launched Catalytic Capital Commission hosted by the ACF,
which will research the availability of the full range of Catalytic Capital in the UK.  It is envisaged that
there will be a direct link between the two projects and that findings and outputs from the Individual
Impact Investing Commission will feed into this broader piece of work.

Membership
The chair of BSC, Sir Harvey McGrath, will chair the Commission and the vice-chair will be the chair of
the Beacon Collaborative, Matthew Bowcock.

The Commission will include around 12 members with leading representatives from the following
groups: (U)HNW individual philanthropists, family offices, angel investing networks, Impact
investment funds, Big Society Capital, The Beacon Fellowship, Philanthropy Impact Public Affairs
Committee and wealth advisers.

Commissioners will be unpaid and can expect to spend half a day to one a month on the project
comprising a meeting for two hours once a month and four hours of reading and preparation.
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A broader consultative group will be invited to input views and comments on proposals. This will
include individual investors and philanthropists, family offices, representative organisations,
parliamentarians, investment organisations, think tanks and government departments.

Support
The Commission will be supported and managed by the Beacon Collaborative who will appoint a
consultant part time for six months to act as the secretariat, organise meetings, undertake research
and draft and prepare reports. The costs of the Commission are being funded through the Access
Foundation’s Connect Fund, managed by Barrow Cadbury Trust. Big Society Capital has committed to
provide expertise on social impact investing.

Outputs
The principal output will be a report with clear and evidenced recommendations for actions that the
government, the social investment sector and angel networks and fund managers can take to foster
this flow of capital. The Commission will seek to ensure that its findings are disseminated widely to
encourage adoption. Recommendations are likely to include but not be restricted to proposals for tax
incentives to encourage (U)HNW to invest, which will feed into requests from HM Treasury for
advice, and changes to enable wealth advisors to recommend impact investments.  The report will
also contribute to the broader research being carried out by the ACF into how to provide more
catalytic capital from a wider range of sources.

The Commission will start work in December 2021 and is expected to report by June 2022.

Contacts
Beacon Collaborative:
Matthew Bowcock, Chair
matthew@hazelhurst.org.uk

Big Society Capital:
Sarah MacFarlane
SMacFarlane@bigsocietycapital.com

James Westhead
JWesthead@bigsocietycapital.com
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